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CanopyStyle

Through the CanopyStyle initiative,  
companies globally are working together  
to protect the world’s remaining Ancient and 
Endangered Forests, trans forming viscose*  
supply chains, and scaling-up Next Generation 
Solutions. Thank you for joining us!

$230
million usd
Next Generation

Investment

90%
Producers

with Policies

52%
Producers

with Green Shirts

$700 +
billion usd

Revenue

380 +
Brands
Joined

canopystyle impact

* Throughout this CanopyStyle Guide we will refer to 
viscose. By this we mean the entire man-made cellulosic 
family of fabrics and fibres including rayon, viscose, 
modal, lyocell, tri-acetate, filament yarn, and other  
trade marked fibres.

This guide is designed to support you as you  
implement policies that transform your supply  
chains and protect forests for the future.
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“At Inditex, we have a strong commitment to people and  
the planet. Through our commitment to CanopyStyle we 
understand our potential impact on the world’s forests.  
And, most important, it allows us, in a collaborative way,  
to work with intensity and productively to protect them.” 
— Luis Coloma, Environmental Director, Inditex (owners of eight brands including Zara)

“Being part of the CanopyStyle initiative has increased  
our understanding of who our brand and retail customers  
are and what they’re looking for. The CanopyStyle Audit  
and Hot Button Ranking processes support our collective  
and individual efforts to protect the world’s Ancient and 
Endangered Forests.”
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Support and advocate:

Your brand also has a vital role to play in 
collaborating with Canopy to scale up solutions 
that take pressure off forests, conserve bio-
diversity, and halt the climate crisis. You can  
find more information on collaboration oppor-
tuni ties throughout this guide.

Every brand has different needs, so these tools can be used together or individually as  
you take your journey from policy to action. These steps form the foundation of successful  
and robust implementation of your CanopyStyle policy.

CanopyStyle Policy  
Implementation Tools

Advocating for Forest Conservation

Supporting Next Generation Solutions

Risk
Assessment

Supplier
Engagement

Supply
Chain

Mapping

Establish
Preferred
Sourcing

List
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STEP 1:  
Map your supply chain and put in 
place a preferred fibre producer list

Identifying which viscose producers you are 
sourcing from is an import ant first step in 
assessing whether there is risk of Ancient and 
Endangered Forest fibre in your supply chain.

• Collect data — ask for Canopy’s template 
sourcing form and letter, or use your own 
tools/platforms to identify with your suppliers 
which viscose producers you’re sourcing 
from.

• State preferred viscose producers — you 
may choose to put in place a preferred fibre 
list, requesting your suppliers to procure 
viscose only from producers on this list.  
Make sure it aligns with Canopy’s Hot Button 
findings (see Step 2). This will allow you  
to tackle policy implementation while you 
continue to under stand your supply chain.

• Request Next Generation fibre 
alternatives — ask your suppliers for lower-
impact fibre alternatives, such as recycled 
textiles, microbial cellulose, and agricultural 
residues. This is an effective way to remove 
Ancient and Endangered Forests from your 
supply chain and address many other 
environmental impacts.

• Review findings — Canopy is available  
to conduct a confidential review of the data 
you collect to identify potential risks and 
suggest next steps. 

CanopyStyle Policy Implementation Tools (continued)
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STEP 2: Assess your risk

> Hot Button Report

Canopy’s annual Hot Button Report ranks  
and assesses global viscose producers across 
an extensive range of environmental criteria, 
including: raw material sourcing practices,  
risk to Ancient and Endangered Forests, use  
of alternative fibres, and support of forest 
conservation. Cross-reference your sourcing 
data with the Hot Button rankings to confirm 
how your viscose fibre suppliers are 
performing. 

> CanopyStyle Audits

The CanopyStyle Audits were developed by 
Canopy, the Rainforest Alliance/Preferred by 
Nature, with approval and input from H&M, 
Inditex, Eileen Fisher, Stella McCartney, and 
Marks & Spencer. Each individual audit of a 
viscose fibre producer assesses performance  
on 47 indicators and is conducted by accred-
ited, independent third-party auditors. The 
findings are publicly available, and confirm  
the risk level of sourcing from Ancient and 
Endangered Forests or other controversial 
sources. The information obtained through  
the audits, as well as deep engagement by 
Canopy and brands, is summarized in the 
annual Hot Button Report.

> ForestMapper

Canopy’s ForestMapper provides a 
representation of Ancient and Endangered 
Forests at a global scale and is supported by 
more than 100 companies, including Inditex, 
Kering, Lenzing, and Tangshan Sanyou. 
ForestMapper is used by both producers  
and the auditors during the audit process  
to initially assess the potential for sourcing  
from high-risk forests.

STEP 3: Source from  
‘green shirts’ only

By joining CanopyStyle you are committing  
to only source viscose from ‘green shirt’ 
producers as ranked in the Hot Button Report. 
Green shirt producers have the lowest risk of 
impacting Ancient and Endangered Forests.

CanopyStyle Policy Implementation Tools (continued)

https://hotbutton.canopyplanet.org/
https://canopyplanet.org/resources/canopystyleaudit/
https://canopyplanet.org/tools/forestmapper/
https://hotbutton.canopyplanet.org/
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Traceability Tools

“With Canopy’s support, we have traced back through our 
supply chain, engaging our suppliers to identify which fibre 
producers we’re sourcing from and assessed this against  
their level of risk, as ranked in the Hot Button Report.”
— Christophe Roussel, Executive Vice President, Global Sourcing, Gap Inc.

The CanopyStyle initiative is not prescriptive  
in how you, as a brand, create traceability from 
viscose fibre producer to final garment. You 
may wish to use internal systems or explore 
using external tools and traceability providers. 
Whichever tools you choose, the goal is to 
understand your supply chain from viscose  
fibre producer to end product.

Using Internal Systems

Ask your suppliers for proof of volumes, and 
Purchase Orders to help verify your Tier 1,  
Tier 2, and Tier 3 suppliers. FSC Chain of 
Custody certificates can also be helpful. We 
strongly recommend exploring the use of spot 
audits and/or tracers to confirm your findings.

External Traceability Providers

There are now multiple traceability service 
providers helping brands to secure trans-
parency throughout their viscose supply  
chains. The following providers are working 
with Canopy to integrate the Hot Button 
Rankings into their platforms, ensuring 
alignment with CanopyStyle.

Other supply chain traceability providers 
proactively tracking CanopyStyle with  
their brand users include: Sourcemap, 
ChainPoint, Transparency-One, Global 
Traceability Solutions, and SUNDAR.
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“It is great to know there is complete alignment of Textile 
Genesis’ tool with CanopyStyle. Starting from the place  
of allowing ‘green shirts’ only into the platform gives us 
additional confidence to go along with the benefit of  
visibility throughout our viscose supply chain.” 
— Camilla Skjønning Jørgensen, Materials & Innovation Manager, Bestseller

Traceability Tools (continued)

External Traceability Tools

Tracers for MMCF supply chain tracking are 
becoming increasingly available with many 
‘green shirt’ viscose fibre producers exploring 
or offering tracer verification for their products. 
At any point in the supply chain, a fabric sample 
can be tested to verify the fibre content.
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Next Generation Solutions

Canopy’s report, SURVIVAL: A Plan for  
Saving Forests and Climate, is a plan for 
achieving this goal. It maps out how to replace 
50% of the wood fibre currently used to make 
viscose, packaging, paper, and pulp with next 
genera tion fibres, like agricultural waste that  
is currently burned, and cotton textiles that  
are currently landfilled.

Critical in this approach is ensuring that we  
do not trade in one environmental issue for 
another. Canopy sat on the advisory committee 
for an LCA that explored the lifecycle impact 
of different fibres for viscose production. Next 
Gen alternative fibres, such as recycled textiles 
and agricultural residues, clearly outperformed 
forest fibre.

Material reduction will also be critical for us  
to achieve this goal. Brands have an important 
role to play in extending the life of clothing, 
designing and producing to minimize waste, 
and developing systems to divert garments 
away from landfill.

Existing Next Gen Products  
on the Market

Our Next Generation Solutions Providers 
page contains a list of game-changing tech 
companies that have developed pulping 
technologies and processes to enable 
production of vis cose (as well as paper  
and packaging) from alternative fibres to  
wood-based feed stock.

Watch for more Next Generation products 
coming on line here.

Available Next Gen products include:

Liva Reviva, by Birla Cellulose – circular  
viscose fibre line using pre-consumer industrial 
cotton waste.

REFIBRA, by Lenzing – lyocell that’s made  
of a mix of pre- and post-consumer recycled 
cotton waste.

ReVisco, by Tangshan Sanyou – viscose staple 
fibre made from post-consumer recycled 
content dissolving pulp. 

To enable protection and restoration of at least 30 – 50% of the world’s high carbon  
and biodiverse forests by 2030, we must look to alternatives to forest fibres for viscose. 

https://canopyplanet.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/SURVIVAL-Next-Gen-Pathway.pdf
https://canopyplanet.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/SURVIVAL-Next-Gen-Pathway.pdf
https://cdn.scsglobalservices.com/files/resources/scs-stella-lca-executive_summary-100617.pdf
https://canopyplanet.org/solutions/next-generation-solutions/next-generation-solutions-providers/
https://canopyplanet.org/solutions/next-generation-solutions/next-generation-solutions-providers/https://canopyplanet.org/solutions/next-generation-solutions/next-generation-solutions-providers/
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“Setting clear procurement targets and investing in more 
sustainable solutions such as Next Generation fibres is key to 
our overall goal — to save resources and to turn waste into 
something beautiful.” 
— Pascal Brun, Head of Sustainability, H&M

Next Generation Solutions (continued)

What more can your brand do  
to support Next Gen?

• Avoid risky mixes — Prevent your brand 
from using Next Generation fibres mixed with 
virgin fibre sourced from a red shirt producer. 
Don’t contaminate a good story!

• Lend your weight — Join our Next 
Generation Vision for Viscose, which lays 
out goals and solutions for ramping up the 
use of Next Generation fibres and elimin-
ating use of Ancient and Endangered Forests 
between now and 2030.

• Prime the Market — Help send clear market 
signals to viscose producers to inform their  
R&D and production priorities by signing a 
Strategic Letter of Support to purchase Next 
Gen products. Canopy is helping to establish  
an equity investment vehicle to kickstart Next 
Gen mills for dissolving pulp. We are looking  
to our corporate partners to express an 
interest in these products to help attract 
institutional investors. We have a template 
letter, feel free to ask us for it.

• Use Next Generation viscose in your 
garments — Set volume targets and time lines 
for using Next Gener a tion viscose, require its 
use in collections and discuss internally what 
price points can be absorbed to support 
innovation to scale up these solutions.

https://canopyplanet.org/campaigns/canopystyle/canopystyle-next-generation-vision-for-viscose/
https://canopyplanet.org/campaigns/canopystyle/canopystyle-next-generation-vision-for-viscose/
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Russia

Chile

Temperate 
Rainforest

Amazon
West
Africa

Tropical 
Rainforest

Boreal
Forest

Alaska

In addition to supply chain transformation, 
Canopy supports brands to help advance 
lasting solutions for large-scale forest 
conservation. 

The best contemporary science and traditional 
knowledge tell us that nature needs half. This 
means that we must protect 50% of the planet 
by 2030 to support functioning ecosystems  
and vital eco services that are essential to all  
life on earth.

Landscapes of Hope

Our Landscapes of Hope represent magnificent 
areas of Ancient and Endangered Forests that 
are critical to protect. They are fundamental for 
biodiversity, creating healthy ecosystems, and 
home for many Indigenous and traditional 
communities.

Forest Conservation Solutions
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“Another Tomorrow was founded out of a deep sense of 
responsibility and purpose. Canopy is an important partner in 
supporting us to not only understand the fashion industry’s 
impact on global forests, but also to advocate for forest 
conservation beyond our own supply chain. Together we are 
amplifying our collective voices to highlight the climate and 
biodiversity crisis with clear actions our community can take 
now and into the future.”
— Vanessa Barboni Hallik, Founder & CEO, Another Tomorrow

Forest Conservation Solutions (continued)

Changing Business as Usual

As a Canopy brand partner with supply chain 
influence, you have the power to sway logging 
companies and govern ments to change their 
practices. From sending messages to encourage 
government ministers and ‘red shirt’ producers, 
to participating in multi-stakeholder roundtables 
to discuss conservation solutions, you can play 
a pivotal role in protecting these precious forest 
landscapes. We will let you know when strategic 
opportunities like these arise.
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Communicating Your Leadership
Any time is a good time to raise awareness 
about the importance of preserving the world’s 
Ancient and Endangered Forests, and so we 
offer our CanopyStyle brand partners several 
ways to collaborate with us to do just that.

Celebrating Forests — Every year on March 21 
we collaborate with our Canopy Style partners 
to celebrate International Day of Forests with a 
social media campaign focusing on the vitality 
and global importance of forests, and their role 
in keeping the planet livable. We will contact 
you in advance with content and themes for the 
day, as well as messaging, hashtags, and visual 
assets.

Just for You — We are always available to 
collaborate on awareness-raising initiatives 
tailored to your brand. Whether it’s content for  
a sustainability report, Instagram Live inter-
views, in-store information pieces, or social 
media assets that help promote your work  
with Canopy, we love to consult and co-create 
these initiatives.

Some of our past successful 
collaborations include:

• #ThereSheGrows campaign with Stella 
McCartney, which engaged celebrities  
on Instagram including Gwyneth Paltrow, 
Drew Barrymore, and Jimmy Fallon to raise 
awareness about the need to conserve  
the Leuser Ecosystem.

• Vivus, a video collaboration with Vivienne 
Westwood in which poet Kai Isaiah Jamal 
performs their spoken work poem about 
fashion and forests.

Reach out to 
communications@ 
canopyplanet.org  
to spread the word  
and help build a 
movement to save 
forests.

https://canopyplanet.org/thereshegrows-leuser-ecosystem/
https://canopyplanet.org/earth-day-2020-vivienne-westwood-x-canopy/
mailto:communications%40%0Acanopyplanet.org?subject=Reaching%20out
mailto:communications%40%0Acanopyplanet.org?subject=Reaching%20out


Get in touch with any policy implementation 
questions canopy.style@canopy.org

www.canopyplanet.org

 @CanopyPlanet

 Canopy-not-for-profit

mailto:canopy.style%40canopy.org?subject=Getting%20in%20touch
https://canopyplanet.org/
https://canopyplanet.org/
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